NRHH Update

Random Acts of Kindness will be dead week. If you have ideas for great random acts of kindness, contact/find Lyssandra and let her know at lfg@uoregon.edu We'd love to hear your ideas!

We're working on INDUCTION! If you or anyone you know who will be (probably) living in housing next year would like to be part of NRHH, let your student staff member know. Applications will be going out in a couple of weeks

Points Drive will be the entire week of Finals, so you can donate your points even if you’re leaving Friday. We'll have the exact schedule of locations soon but start saving those rollover points.

We have a Relay for Life team and would love for YOU AND YOUR HALL GOV/HALL to be a part of it! The link will be on our facebook page soon so that you can sign up with us on May 17&18th.

Feel free to join us on Monday nights at our meetings in GSH 130.

Funding Slate

Name of the Organization: Asian Pacific American Student Union
Name of the Event: ADPIA Night: United By Diversity
Total Cost: $3,600
Amount Requested from RHA: $300

• This died in the RHA Finance committee

Date of Event: March 1, GSH Great Room 6:00 PM
Name of the Organization: RHA
Name of the Event: Executive Board Marketing Campaign
Total Cost: $500
Amount Requested from RHA: $500
Name of the Organization: Riley Hall

Name of the Event: Valentine’s Day

Total Cost: $263

Amount Requested from RHA: $275

  - Even though Valentine’s Day has passed, they want to reschedule, and keep the love going all month!

Name of the Organization: Aran Schwoebel and Olivia Determan

Name of the Event: Massages for Riley

Total Cost: $300

Amount Requested from RHA: $150

Name of the Organization: UO Campus Zero Waste Program

Name of the Event: RecycleMania Workshops

Total Cost: $200

Amount Requested from RHA: $100

Residence Hall Support- $1,530

RHA Sponsored- $300

RHA Programming- $1,500

  - There were some concerns about the amount of money Riley was requesting for both programs
  - There was a motion to separate the Riley Valentine’s Day Program from the rest of the slate that passed by affirmation
  - The vote on the funding slate (everything except the Riley Valentine’s Day program and the APASU failed request) passed with a 22-0-0 vote
  - Max motioned to table the request, and there was opposition.
  - We motioned to add time to discussion that passed with a 13-10-2 vote
• There was a lot of discussion about whether to table the request, vote on the request, or to amend the request

• The Vote to table failed 5-21-0 vote

• There was a motion to amend the request to $194, although it was later rescinded

• Discussion was extended for another 5 minutes it was passed

• There was another motion to amend the request to $150- removing everything but cookies and the art supplies. The motion failed with an 11-15-1 vote

• We voted on passing this request with a 27-0-0

**TV Policy Update**

Kelly went around to the halls with Facilities to look at walls and decide where the TVs would go. Also, it looks like cable hook ups will be easier than expected.

**Walton Dryer Update**

The dryer in Walton that was burning peoples clothing is being fixed! Part of the issue is that you can’t put more than one load of clothing in an electric dryer.

**Constitution Edits**

The proposed edits are online in the same section where the meeting minutes are on the RHA website

**The old stuff from last week:**

Article 1 Section one of the bylaws passed with a 21-0-3 vote

Article 3 Section 2 of the bylaws passed with a 21-0-3 vote

Article 6 Section 1 of the bylaws passed with a 21-0-3 vote

The amendments to the constitution passed with a 21-0-3 vote.
New Stuff!

Once again, this is all online. We separated amendments in two categories, a behavioral complaint and a constitutional complaint. They have different consequences and processes. Behavioral complaints about any RHA member or their proxy, or an Exec member would be brought to the RHA Adviser.

The next amendment was to get rid of the voting rights of student staff representatives. Some points of discussion were brought up. Staff members were concerned that not having voting rights would make their voice illegitimate. Kelly also brought up the fact that we are the only school in our region with student staff reps. From an exec perspective, our quorum is negatively impacted with the inclusion of student staff reps. Also, sometimes student staff reps don’t want to be there, and are mandated to come to RHA by their supervisors, or their on a rotating basis. Rotating staff reps are harmful to General Council because they often are unsure of what’s going on, and it is hard to do business if we’re trying to catch people up.

Exec Updates

Tika- It has come to my attention that people haven’t all received their RHA shirts, if this is you, come to my office hours on Thursday from 12-2:00 PM and I’d be happy to help.

Natasha- As you all know, Dux in Tux is next Saturday at 5:30pm in the Ford Alumni Center. Sign-ups close THIS FRIDAY at 1:00pm!!! The events and leadership committee will be at Hamilton to help people sign up tomorrow and Friday from noon to 1:00pm as well as in both Hamilton and GSH tomorrow from 6-7pm. If you have any questions, please ask me either via e-mail or after this meeting. We are in the final stages of prepping for Dux in Tux, which includes invites for everyone who signed up. So if you have signed up or are going to sign up, be sure to look for an invite in your mailbox next week!

Josh- In the planning stages of an in-service on how to get more people from your halls involved in your hall governments through boosting the Hall Senator position. This in-service will most likely be taking place Week 9 (waiting on the all-clear from room reservations), so stay tuned for more information on that! If you have anything that’s going on in your hall that RHA can promote through our social media outlets, let me know and I’ll post it. I’ve been working on a posting schedule so that will be updated more regularly. Find our Facebook through the Dash! All of our other handles are @uorha! Attended the Art of Leadership Conference this weekend at OSU with Max Burns from LLC and Jenna Boss from Ham East. It was a lot of fun, and I know I learned a lot from it.

Kelly-I am sending Josh to an ASPAC meeting this Friday. I have No Frills this weekend and I have a lot of reading to do for that. Also, it is going to be 81 degrees. Like I said earlier we are forging ahead on TV dilemmas and I worked on the dryer debacle.
Sierra- Going to No Frills this weekend, it’s where we vote on bids and legislation!

**Adviser Updates**

Thanked Kelly for all of her hard work on Constitution edits! No Frills is where all the NCCs, Presidents, and NRHH reps get together to vote on cool stuff! Jan Raether is bidding for a regional board position! Yay for Jan!

**Open Forum**

Res Net will help you if your wi-fi isn’t working, although they require a bunch of information.